REQUIREMENTS
PHOTO REQUIREMENTS:
 9cm x 11,5cm (portrait) x1
 7,5cm x 10cm (portrait) x1
 7cm x 9,5cm (landscape) x4
 8,5cm x 12,5cm (portrait) x1

CONSUMABLES REQUIRED:
 Dimensional Glaze/Glossy Accents
 Stickles – any clear colour
 Sanding block
 Foam tape
 Black fineliner/gel pen

CUTTING GUIDE (all measurements are width x height)

Celebr8 “JUST BE YOU” Collection
PATTERN: COVER SHEET
 Fussy-cut elements
PATTERN: PP7101 UNIQUE
 Use full sheet as R background page
PATTERN: PP7103 ORIGINAL
 Use full sheet as L background page (dots side)
PATTERN: PP7105 BE(YOU)TIFUL
 9,5cm x 12cm (cream side) PHOTO MAT #1
 8cm x 10,5cm (cream side) PHOTO MAT #2
 9cm x 13cm (cream side) PHOTO MAT #3
PATTERN: PP7106 DISTINCTIVE
 27,5cm x 30,5cm (L background page)

PATTERN: PP7107 QUIRKY
 Border strip
 20cm x 15cm (black block)
 10cm x 15cm (black honeycomb block)
 10cm x 7,5cm (x2) (black vintage blocks)
PATTERN: PP7108 ECCENTRIC
 10cm x 7,5cm (x2) (orange blocks)
PATTERN: PP7110 GENUINE
 Quote border strip
 Fussy-cut hexagon elements
PATTERN: PP7111 AUTHENIC
 Fussy-cut tab & word strip elements

Instructions to complete the layout:
1. Use a sanding block to sand all the edges of patterned papers, photo mats and fussy-cut images.
2. Prepare your chipboard words: Apply dimensional glaze/glossy accents to the selected chippies
and allow to dry completely.
3. Left page: Adhere DISTINCTIVE paper to the right side of ORIGINAL (black dots) paper, tucking
zig-zag border strip underneath the left side.
4. Adhere QUIRKY (large black block) to the left page, approx. 7,5cm from the left & 4cm from the
top. Cut a piece of the floral wreath (from cover sheet) and adhere to the left side as per picture.
5. Adhere cream photo mat #1 to this black block, approx. 2cm from the left of the black block &
2,5cm from the top.
6. Raise cream photo mat #2 with foam tape and adhere to the same block, approx. 1cm from the
top & 1/2cm from the right.
7. Adhere the 2 small orange photo mats to the bottom of the page, approx. 2cm from the bottom
and 3,5cm from the right side.
8. Mat cream photo mat #3 on the 10x15 black honeycomb block and adhere to the right page,
approx. 5cm from the left side & 3,5cm from the top. Add tab to the right side.
9. Adhere the 2 small black vintage blocks to the right side, approx. 4cm from the right & bottom.
10. Add clusters of the hexagon cut-outs to the open spaces on the layout. Vary the sizes and layer
some of them on top of each other.
11. Adhere the prepared chipboard words and shapes as per picture.
12. Use the remaining fussy-cut elements to embellish your layout as per picture.
13. Apply Stickles to leaf elements to add some extra sparkle.
Hope you have enjoyed completing this layout 😊😊
Love,

